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With the popularity of coffee bars in today’s library also comes the need 
to furnish them.  Whether your preference is café tables, booths, lounge 
chairs or a combination, Liberty Systems has some exciting ideas how you 
can make the most of your café space. 

We know clean ability is important in a library and understand how that 
need increases when cafes are brought in to your space. We offer 
seating that is either plastic/polypropylene or vinyl fabrics. 

We are also finding many libraries are including outdoor seating spaces 
in their plans. Where cleanability is important in a café area, furniture that 
can withstand the elements is important outside. 

Liberty Systems can outfit literally any space inside or out with quality
furniture that will last many years to come. Please contact us today

This book is just a sampling of the many different styles of café furniture
available today. Should you not find the style you are looking for, please
give us a call.



Café Tables
Sit down, bar height or stand up tables are all options in popular café 
areas. These tables are simple designs and at either round, square or 
rectangular for booths, they can accommodate all seating options.





Chairs
Many chairs have a stool option which allows your space to have a 
variety of seating and table options while maintaining a cohesive look. 
Chairs and stools can be in a plastic/polypropylene or wood seat and 
back which can easily be cleaned should someone spill their drink. 

RIOLUMIN

HANNAH

AVALONALDEN

CYM
MILK



KYLA

WINK

BOGOTA

TOADSTOOL

ONGO

BILBAO

YARDBIRD



Booths
Booths provide a great group study space or an interesting spot in a teen 
space but just like in restaurants, a booth can be a great addition to a 
café area. There are different booth styles that can all be upholstered in 
a cleanable vinyl. 

Basix

Spinnaker
Tuscany

Deuce
Shirley

Raven



OutdoorOutdoor spaces need furniture that can hold up to the elements. Metal 
or recyclable plastic are both durable options! 



FletcherBreton

Reed

Kale

Crop

Florette

Charleston

Ara



Trestle 

A Frame & 
Ping Pong 

Edge 

Wire Frame 

Fresco




